
Addenbrooke Classical Academy 

Middle School Uniforms
High School Dress Code



Middle School

Pretty simple!!  You have a uniform.

Solid red, gray, or black polo shirts.

Solid khaki, black or blue denim 
pants, skirts, and capris.

The only hoodie you can wear is an 
Addenbrooke hoodie.



NO!!!!! This is not an Addenbrooke 
Hoodie!!



  Short

Shorts can be worn until               No stretchy pants!!             No distressed jeans!!
October 15 and after April 1.

TThe top three pictures are in dress code!



Also…

Solid color sweaters or sweatshirts without hoods 
may be worn over uniform shirts. All sweaters, 
either round neck or v-neck, must have a shirt 
collar visible underneath. Jackets or sweatshirts 
may be worn in the building if unzipped, 
unbuttoned, or otherwise opened in the front.



YUP!  Looks good! Works for high 
school too!



Yup, BUT must have a polo or ACA shirt 
underneath. 



High School
You don’t have a uniform but you 

do have a dress code.

Shirts must only be polo or buttoned down dress 
shirts for both boys and girls. Shirts must have a 
collar. Buttoned down shirts must be fully buttoned 
at all times and cannot be left open with a t-shirt 
worn underneath.
Only approved Addenbrooke logo t-shirts are 
allowed.



YUP!!



Pants, shorts, and capris must be of traditional solid conservative 
color – navy, khaki, brown, black, gray, or solid blue denim.
Girls may wear patterned skirts and dresses.

Pants may not “sag” or “bag” or be overly tight-fitting.

The length of pants, shorts, skirts, and dresses will not be shorter 
than two inches (credit card) above the top of the knee.

Pants, shorts, and capris may not be ripped, ragged, or worn.

Pants, shorts, or capris may not be made of fabric that stretches. 
Specific garments prohibited under this include any “workout” or 
yoga pants, jeggings, leggings, or sweatpants of any kind.
Leggings may be worn only when under a dress or skirt.



NOPE!!



YUP!!



NOPE!
Need ACA shirt or collared shirt. A 

jacket is not a shirt.



NOPE! Jacket is fine. No Hoodie- 
unless it’s an Addenbrooke one.



PANTS: Must have a zipper, a button, 
and back pockets



NOT DRESS CODE PANTS



No rips or holes



Skirts and Dresses – credit card length 
above the knee


